On the basis of recent knowledge of structure-dependent boundary properties, the design and control of boundary-related bulk properties and performance of advanced polycrystalline materials are discussed. The grain boundary character distribution (GBCD) which has been recently introduced as a new microstructural factor is shown to be a powerful tool for designing and controlling the bulk properties in polycrystalline materials. The relationship between texture and GBCD has been discussed in connection with other microstructural factors associated with grain boundaries. It has been shown that the relationship between texture and GBCD can provide an important clue to the grain boundary design and control for polycrystalline materials with desirable properties and performance. The present paper shows recent successful achievement of toughening of brittle materials by controlling texture and GBCD. The potential and prospective of the grain boundary design and control for functional materials are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades the importance of grain and interphase boundaries which may have invaluable potential for materials design and development has been drawing an increasing interest and involvement of many materials scientists and engineers in the research area of Interface Science and Engineering. Grain boundaries (hereafter including interphase boundaries) are important microstructural elements in all kinds of polycrystalline materials whether being structural or functional; metallic materials, semiconductors, electronic and superconducting ceramics and even polymers. It has been well established that grain boundaries play important roles as preferential sites for metallurgical phenomena occurring in the materials. Accordingly the bulk properties of polycrystalline materials can be affected by the presence of grain boundaries and differ from those of single crystal. Recent experimental and theoretical studies of the structure and properties of grain boundaries have revealed that the properties of individual grain boundaries depend strongly on the type and structure of the boundary (Gleiter and Chalmers, 1972 , Chadwick and Smith, 1976 , Riihle et al., 1985 . The influence of grain boundaries on the bulk properties and performance are simply classified into two categories; beneficial and detrimental. From the 195 view point of materials design and development it is reasonable to consider that grain boundaries should be utilized to exert their beneficial influence as much as possible, leaving their harmful effects suppressed in order to endow polycrystalline materials with desirable high performance or even a new function. This is the basic idea of the grain boundary design and control for advanced materials proposed by the present author (Watanabe, 1984 (Watanabe, , 1986 (Watanabe, , 1988a . For this purpose we need scientific knowledge of structure-dependent properties of grain boundaries and engineering knowledge of the way how to design and control grain boundaries in polycrystals in order to produce desirable properties and performance. The present author proposed a new microstructural factor associated with grain boundaries, that is "the grain boundary character distribution (GBCD)" and systematic investigation into GBCD has been being made (Watanabe 1984 (Watanabe , 1988b . In particular, the recent finding of the close relationship between GBCD and texture (Randle et al., 1988; Watanabe et al., 1989a , 1989b , Watanabe 1990 appears to be able to provide us useful and important information for the grain boundary design and control for advanced materials. The present paper discusses firstly the importance of grain boundary structural effect and GBCD as sources of many boundary-related properties, secondly some factors affecting GBCD. The relationship between GBCD and texture will be discussed in some detail, referring to recent experimental and theoretical studies. Finally we look at recent achievement and future prospective of the grain boundary design and control for several kinds of advanced structural and functional materials.
THE IMPORTANCE OF GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURAL EFFECT TO GRAIN BOUNDARY DESIGN
In recent years much experimental and theoretical work concerning the effects of boundary type and structure upon boundary properties has been extensively performed by using bicrystals containing well characterized grain boundaries (Gleiter and Chalmers, 1972 , Chadwick and Smith, 1976 , Balluffi, 1980 , Riihle et al., 1985 , Raj and Sass, 1988 , Yoo et al., 1988 . It has been well established that there exists a significant difference in boundary properties between low-energy special boundaries and high-energy random boundaries. Low-energy boundaries are known to have high resistance to diffusion (Biscondi, 1984) , segregation (Watanabe et al., 1980) , corrosion (Froment, 1975 , Yamashita et al., 1991 , diffusion-induced-migration (King, 1987) , sliding (Lagarde and Biscondi, 1974, Watanabe, 1983b) and fracture (Kurishita and Yoshinaga, 1989, Watanabe, 1984) . On the contrary high-energy random boundaries are preferential sites for the metallurgical phenomena. Here it should be mentioned that boundary migration appears to more complicatedly depend on the boundary type and structure, in connection with its driving force under static or dynamic condition (Fukutomi and Horiuchi, 1981, Raman et al., 1989) , and the effect of segregation (Aust, 1981 (Gleiter and Chalmers, 1972) . Accordingly for simplicity we usually classify observed grain boundaries into the following three groups; low-angle boundary, coincidence boundary and high-angle random boundary. We take the maximum Z value of 29 for coincidence boundaries which can show some special property from our own experience and the literature on the observations of structure-dependent boundary properties in bicrystals. We may consider both low-angle boundaries and low-Z conicidence boundaries as being of low-energy and random boundary as of high energy, on the basis of the observation that low Z coincidence boundaries tend to have low boundary energies (Otsuki and Mizuno, 1986 , Dechamps, 1991 , Schmelzle et al., 1991 although there still exists the controversy to this (Sutton and Balluffi, 1987) (Watanabe, 1992 (Watanabe, 1984 (Watanabe, , 1988a (Watanabe, , 1988b (Watanabe et al., 1989a (Watanabe et al., , 1989b . Fine-grained as-rapidly solidfied polycrystal of iron silicon alloy was found to have more random boundaries, as in the case of fine-grained sintered polycrystals. It has also been found that GBCD depends on the crystal structure; in FCC polycrystals X3-related boundaries where the relative orientations are close to CSL orientations corresponding to X9, 27, 81, (Y3n) can occur preferentially by multiple twinning (Lim and Raj, 1984 (Honeycombe, 1983) .
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEXTURE AND GBCD
Until recently the effects of grain boundaries on texture evolution and the properties of textured polycrystalline materials have not been fully understood in connection to the type and structure of grain boundary, and particularly to GBCD although several workers have studied this important subject (Howell et al., 1978, Abbruzzese and Liicke, 1986) . It has been reported that low angle boundaries and coincidence boundaries with specific E play important roles in the evolution of the Goss texture in iron-3% silicon alloy and iron-nickel alloy (Harase et al., 1988, Shimizu and Harase, 1989) . Moreover the plane-matching type boundaries appears to be involved in texture evolution in tungsten (Howell et al., 1978) and iron-silicon alloy (Watanabe, 1983a) with BCC structure. The presence of such low energy special boundaries seems essential for abnormal grain growth and subsequent texture evolution (Watanabe, 1992 (Randle and Brown, 1989 , Watanabe et al., 1989a , 1989b , Watanabe, 1990 . (Bunge, 1984 (Watanabe et al., 1989a (Watanabe et al., , 1989b (Mackenzie, 1958 However it should be pointed out that for the {100}-textured iron-6.5% silicon ribbon, Z17 coincidence boundary which is predicted for the (100) Figure Ii The frequency of coincidence boundaries as a function of . for rapidly solidified and differently annealed Fe-6.5 mass % Si ribbons. The speciments are the same as indicated in Figure 5 . textured iron-silicon ribbons into originally random-textured one has been attributed to the boundary migration and grain growth driven by the orientationdependent surface energy and the presence of a high frequency of random boundaries. Quite recently the frequency of coincidence boundaries in differently textured polycrystals has recently been calculated by Garbacz and Grabski (1989) .
The most important recent finding associated with GBCD is probably the inverse cubic root Y dependence of the frequency of low coincidence boundaries as shown for the iron-6.5 mass % silicon ribbons in Figure 7 Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of grain boundary structure-dependent fracture processes occurring in a polycrystal (Watanabe, 1984) , in which fracture mode and fracture characteristics are controlled primarily by GBCD Watanabe, 1989, 1990) (Watanabe, 1987 , Raj and Sass, 1988 , Yoo, et al., 1988 . As already pointed out by the present author (Watanabe, 1984 (Watanabe, , 1988a (Watanabe, 1984 (Watanabe, , 1989 Figure 9 . It was found that the fracture toughness of a polycrystal increases with increasing the fraction of low energy boundaries, f. As the ratio of the toughness for transgranular fraction Gr and intergranular fracture GI increases, the enhancement of fracture toughness becomes more significant. This implies that the toughening by the introduction of low energy boundaries is the more effective for the material with the smaller boundary cohesion, that is more brittle material.
Other Microstructural Factors Associated with GBCD in Textured Polycrystal
Furthermore it was found that the brittle-ductile transition can occur when the fraction of low energy boundaries exceeds a certain critical value. Fracture mode changes from brittle intergranular fracture to ductile transgranular fracture so Figure 9 Effect of overall fraction of low-energy boundaries, f and the ratio of the toughness associated with intergranular fracture and transgranular fracture, Gr/Gz on the toughness of a three-dimensional polycrystal having a random GBCD.
that brittle material becomes ductile. This kind of modelling can provide us useful information on the grain boundary design and control for intergranular fracture and brittleness through the design and control of GBCD. The present author has presented a guide line for the fraction of low energy boundaries (1/3 33%) in order to toughen a polycrystal with a hexagonal configuration of grain boundaries (Watanabe, 1987) . We can expect that a polycrystal which contains low energy boundaries by more than "about 30% may exhibit reasonable ductility without incidence of intergranular fracture. Surprisingly this has been proved to work reasonably well as guide line, by experimental work on the GBCD in toughened polycrystals of "intrinsically brittle" materials. (Stoloff, 1989 (Kurishita and Yoshinaga, 1989, Lim and Watanabe, 1990) . It has been reported that molybdenum polycrystals produced thermomechanically from single crystal can be deformed even at room temperature but not for polycrystal which was initially polycrystalline (Brenner and Luft, 1982) . This suggests that the GBCD can be changed depending on the detail of thermomechanical processing.
The present author and coworkers have recently studied the GBCD in molybdenum polycrystals produced by thermomechanical processing from single crystal sheets with different initial surface orientations (Watanabe et al., 1991) .
All the single crystal sheet specimens were .deformed under simple plane strain condition by about 80% before annealing in vacuum. The thickness of the specimens was about 1 mm. More than 300 boundaries were characterized for each specimen. It has been found that the frequency of low angle boundaries ranges from 20% to 35% depending on the initial orientation and annealing temperature. In two specimens (with the initial orientations of { 111 } and { 112}), low temperature annealing produced more low angle boundaries, but little change was observed for the specimen with the {110} initial orientation. The frequency of low Y (3-29) coincidence boundaries ranged from 6% to 11%. As result of this the frequency of random boundaries was from 55% to 72%. The result of this GBCD analysis can explain the reason why molybdenum polycrystals produced from single crystal can be ductile. It may be safe to say that some but not all "intrinsically brittle" materials can be toughened and ductilized by introducing low energy boundaries with a higher frequency exceeding the critical value of about 30%. It has already been discussed that metallic polycrystals produced thermomechanically contain as more low energy boundaries as the average grain size decreases. This well explains the general observation that polycrystalline materials become more ductile with decreasing grain size.
Production of Desirable Properties by Introducing Desirable Boundaries
Grain boundary design and control seem possible for functional materials with desirable properties and performance. This section discusses the possibility and prospect of the grain boundary design and development of different kinds of functional materials (corrosion-resistant metallic material, high performance superconducting oxide and ferromagnetic materials) through the control of GBCD.
5.2.1. Corrosion-resistant materials. The effect of boundary type and misorientation on boundary corrosion was established experimentally by using bicrystal specimens whose boundary character was systematically controlled (Froment, 1975 , Yamashita et al., 1991 . Low angle boundaries and low Z coincidence boundaries are resistant to corrosion but high angle random boundaries are prone to preferential corrosion. On the basis of observations of structure-dependent boundary corrosion, we can expect that a polycrystal with a high fraction of low (Clarke, 1990 (Martikainen and Lindroos, 1981) . The present author and coworkers have studied the effect of magnetic annealing on recrystallization and GBCD in iron-9 mol % cobalt alloy . It was found that the magnetic annealing retards recrystallization and affects GBCD, particularly the frequency of low angle boundaries in recrystallized polycrystals of the alloy. As shown in Figure 11 , the frequency of low angle boundaries increases almost linearly up to about 8% of observed boundaries being 3.4 times larger than the prediction for random polycrystal with increasing magnetic field strength up to 5 k0e. The application of much higher magnetic field strength is expected to produce a stronger texture and a higher frequency of low angle boundaries than the observation in this work. The magnetic annealing may be applicable to other magnetic materials in order to control the GBCD through texture evolution and we can expect a stronger effect if the material has a larger magnetic anisotropy. Since the magnetic annealing was found to retard recrystallization, it is interesting to study whether this method can produce a texture and desirable GBCD without abnormal grain growth which is often involved in texture evolution and produces detrimental effect on bulk properties of polycrystalline materials.
CONCLUSION
The present paper has discussed the possibility of grain boundary design and control for advanced structural and functional polycrystalline materials, on the Magnetic Field Strength. HIMAn Figure 11 The effect of magnetic annealing on the frequency of low-angle boundaries and coincidence boundaries in Fe-9 mol% Co alloy polycrystal.
basis of recent finding of the close relationship between texture and grain boundary character distribution (GBCD). The relationship between texture and GBCD has been discussed from several aspects. Other microstructural factors associated with GBCD has been introduced and discussed. It has been demonstrated that GBCD can be used as a powerful tool for designing and controlling grain boundaries in order to endow polycrystalline materials with desirable properties and performance. Several cases have been introduced where grain boundary design and control were successfully achieved for the development of advanced materials, particularly referring to recent work on toughening of brittle materials by controlling GBCD. The possibility of grain boundary design and control for several advanced functional materials has been discussed.
